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Infotrack - an intelligent & integrated system catering to the needs of an automotive dealer - is a 
complete web-based business solution that can provide exhaustive information and 
management control to formulate strategies and have a tight grip on automotive operations such 
as sales, parts and services.

Being a flexible and scalable system, it addresses dealers having single or multifranchise 
operations at one or more locations, functioning e�ciently in basic establishments as well as 
large automotive business houses.

Highlights

The Sales Consultant Planner
Contact history feature

Vehicle Inventory Management
Pre-Owned Cars
Vehicle Sales Management

The Event Management features
Mass mailing feature

Service Set Up
Service Booking Management
Job Card Control
Sublet Jobs
Workshop Equipment
Other features

Parts Inventory Management
Parts Sales Management

Personal
Functional
Payroll
Leave / Passage Eligibility
Dependants
Other benefits

Set-up Masters
General Ledger
Accounts Receivables & Payables
Fixed Assets Management
Management Information
Budget

Infotrack Address

Pre-sales

Sales

Marketing

Service

Parts

Payroll

Finance
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SRIT House, #113/1B,

ITPL Main Road, Kundalahalli, 

Bangalore -560037, Karnataka, India 

Phone: +91 80 41951999

Fax: +91 80 41523300

Get in Touch

Since its inception in 1999, SRIT has strived for excellence and thoroughness in 
the IT sector, with the goal to harness the potential technology has to 
permeate an industry and transform it at every level. We focus on verticals 
where large-scale operations and process lifecycles can be streamlined via a 
single technology, thereby enabling that domain to accomplish expontentially 
more than it was previously capable of doing. As such our primary focus is on 
transforming industries such as healthcare, governance and telecom and 
automate them from start to finish, such that their benefits ripple out to a far 
greater number of people in a much shorter span of time.

We’ve been recognized as 2015’s ‘Brand of the Year’ for Healthcare Managed 
Services by Silicon India. We are a CMMi DEV/5 company as well as the world’s 
first SSE-CMM Level 5 assessed IT company. 


